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[NEW ZIP MP3] Sylvie Vartan - Best of Sylvie Vartan Album Download, Album Sylvie Vartan leaked. This version contains only the early records of this singer, released on the label Cannibal Records. The album includes the song "Love is" performed by Felix Chambon and "Blueberry Hill" in the film "Last Love on Earth" (the final episode of the series), released on Cannabis Unlimited Records in
2004. The official release of the disc took place in 2007 in the USA. This is perhaps the best quality release of all that came out in Russia! Album "Download" with a lot of rare and even rare songs in Russia. "Last Love on Earth" - vocals by Felix Chambon (Lost-Hold Records, 2nd Edition) "Blow Up" - Felix Chambeau and Rosa Rocks (Local Cult Records, 3rd Edition). This CD contains all the original
tracks from the 2010 debut album "Der foertiger Mann" (Sylvian Vartans). This is the first album of 2011 by singer Sylvi Vartana featuring Steve Ick (Steve Icak) and Gabrielle Coventry (Gabriela Covortrous). Released in November 2010 in Italy by Cannbod, this album immediately became one of the most anticipated releases in Italy in 2011. The Sylvia Varty Perfumes album - entitled "PerfumÃ©s"

- contains compositions from Salvador Dali, Claude Monet, Renoir and other painting geniuses. All compositions were recorded by professional musicians, and the rock music compositions included in the album were processed by cellists and clarinetists. In this album, all the compositions of Sylva Vartany are mixed and collected in one place under one cover. - Thanks to the "cut" songs from "Hiss'n
Deck" at concerts (2 and 3 "songs of cut" tracks from the album "HISS'N DECK") this album became one... Album "LP" - "Liberations" - appeared as a result of collaboration
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